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The South Pacific Island of Funafuti, Tuvalu is at 
threat of becoming one of the first countries glob-
ally to be Inundated due to rising sea levels. The 
likely result is that the people of this country will 
lose a sense of place and culture and be unable 
to sustain their National Sovereignty in the face 
of impending climate change and refugee status. 
Willi Telavi Tuvalu’s Prime Minister states ‘reloca-
tion is not seen as an option but as a last resort, 
rights to land and culture are held with the utmost 
importance’ (McNamara and Gibson, 2009). Relo-
cation will result in a loss of sovereignty however 
architectural intervention can insure that a sense 
of sovereignty is maintained on the islands during 
the drastic climate change transformations that 
they face. The intention of this Architectural The-
sis is to design a solution that actively engages with 
sea level rise so that Tuvalu and other low-lying 
atoll nations can maintain a minimum of subsis-
tence dwelling, economy and sovereignty.

The current problems the Capital Island of Funa-
futi face are crippling with the loss of coastal areas 
and increased tidal flooding. This results with not 
only a loss in land area but also permanent salini-
sation in areas traditionally used for crop harvest-
ing. This salinisation will only increase in severity 
with the projected future sea level rise. It will force 
the population of Funafuti to become climate ref-
ugees before it is fully submerged (IPCC, 2013).

The main question this thesis aims to address is; 
How can architecture maintain a sense of sover-
eignty within a disappearing context. And what 
are the implications of habitation, culture and con-
tested territories for the Tuvaluan’s?

This critical reflection aims to investigate the ar-

chitectural advantages of atoll environments. How 
the preservation of social, cultural identity and 
order can be maintained through a contemporary 
evolutionary process. Throughout this changing 
context it is imperative to maintain a sense of hu-
man scale within this small populace of Tuvaluan’s.

The process begins with analysing a series of archi-
tectural design experiments. They are design led 
research experiments with themes of impending 
reality. They are similar to Tuvalu’s vernacular and 
built environment by their inherent characteristics 
and layout design 

Sourcing concrete current ideas and findings on 
Tuvalu itself are scarce as to the nature of fluxes 
of the global climate change predictions. Therefore 
research will be provided on the current environ-
mental conditions of the island and the current 
problems the Tuvaluan’s face, The predictions for 
sea level rise will be compared on a Funafuti cross 
section. This will show impact on the islands in-
formal dwellings over time periods and how im-
provements can be made to mitigate the exacerbat-
ed conditions of climate change and the potential 
future problems that Funafuti Island will face.

ABSTRACT

DISCOURSE

 ‘The spirit of invention that makes survival possible under the extreme conditions cre-
ated by destruction makes possible the new ways of living in a city that will, in a sense, 

always remain in a paradoxical state of destruction and construction.’

- Lebbeus Woods (Radical Reconstruction, 1997)
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Figure 01: Aerial view of Funafuti ‘Burrow pits’ , displaying the low lying 
land
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RESEARCH DISCOURSE

1.0

Research Question, Aims and Objectives:

How can architecture maintain a sense of sover-
eignty within a disappearing context and what are 
the implications of habitation, culture and deterri-
torialisation? 

This thesis proposes that a sense of Sovereignty 
and cultural values can be entrenched in the de-
velopment of architecture that is specific to the 
material culture, community and environment 
in which it is established. The aims outlined be-
low allow for a continued occupation of Funafuti 
atoll whilst accounting for future habitation, crop 
production and subsistent community roles in its 
ever-changing landscape. 

The principle aims of this design led thesis are: 

1. To discover the Architects role in low-lying atoll 
environments and reconfiguring the typical hier-
archical approach to design.

2. To sustain a sense of community and belonging, 
whilst addressing sea level rise and its challenges.

3.To Improve the standard of living by restoring 
the relationship between contemporary urban 
settlement and the social, cultural and ecological 
conditions of site.

4. To critically engage in the preservation of the 
cultural and social identity of a low-income strata 
and to provide a ‘sense of place’

5. To adapt typologies for predicted sea level rise.

6. To provide a sense of human-scale, order, evolu-
tion and sovereignty within this changing context.

This investigation engages a position that observes 
past and present structures of an Island commu-
nity that are reflective of the vernacular and its 
architectural adaption. Historical testament must 

be given to subsistence living with the use of local 
resources and the connection to the Tuvaluan’s en-
vironment. Tzonis suggests that the human in its 
effort to adapt throughout millennia uses objects 
as extensions of the human body. These tools are 
created as a direct response of the human physiol-
ogy and the natural environment. ( Tzonis, pg.7). 
However within the Tuvaluan evolution there are 
divides between past, post-colonial and present 
typologies within the landscape. The architectur-
al fabric is lacking in a successful evolution from 
the vernacular dwelling. Initial architectural de-
sign approaches will be implemented by acknowl-
edging the successful architectural characteristics 
and regenerate design opportunities that main-
tains territorial and evolutional integrity. I suggest 
this will also maintain a sense of sovereignty for 
the disappearing landmass, which can provide for 
the remediation of slums and impoverished areas 
thereby harnessing temporal growth and survival 
against inundation.

RESEARCH DISCOURSE
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Figure 02: Tuvalu housing statistics  presenting the architectural problem 

Tuvalu’s relatively small size and oceanic loca-
tion create a situation whereby it is isolated from 
proximal assistance. It has a harsh environment 
that produces significant constraints to the coun-
tries development. Funafuti atoll is the capital and 
home to 6,200 inhabitants. This accounts for 57.2 
percent of the nation’s population. It is Tuvalu’s 
most populated atoll being a narrow sliver of land 
circling a large lagoon that is 18 km long and 14 
km wide (surface area 275 km2). It is encompassed 
by 33 islet aggregates with a land area of 2.4 km2, 
which is under one percent of the total Atolls area 
(see fig. 5). With an average height of just under 2 
meters it is extremely vulnerable to sea level rise.

The current and future impacts on Funafuti in-
clude the loss of coastal margins with frequent 
tidal flooding and soil salinisation damaging 
crops and polluting fresh water sources. A higher 
sea level has already begun to threaten the coun-
tries porous underground water table. This has 
substantially impacted the environment and the 
population of Funafuti. The current development 
challenges facing the population of Tuvalu are the 
lack of adequate infrastructure for housing, and 
the instability within the political system and civil 
service.

Amongst the general populace there is a perception 
that the current hardship Tuvalu faces is caused by

Limited access to quality basic services.
Limited opportunities to earn money, particularly 
for women and youth.
Overcrowding and overpopulation of households 
and communities(see fig. 2).
Deteriorating social support systems
Idleness and a dependency attitude.

Thaman proposes that in adaptive management 
and in the development of local security, one 
must provide a basis for a response to develop-
ing threats. He suggests that the understanding of 

a populations potential and the support of local 
stewardship encourages resilience and adaptation 
for the population (Thaman, 2014). Therefore ad-
dressing these current social, and economic prob-
lems through architecture is not only crucial to 
the mental and social well being of Tuvaluan peo-
ple. But along with other factors this will mitigate 
some of the effects of perceived hardship in squat-
ter settlements such as the burrow pits of Funa-
futi. The use of design principles that supplement 
low-income atoll settlements and pave the way for 
architectural change that is needed to combat the 
issues that a rising sea level brings.

In 2007 Tuvalu developed and released a Nation-
al Adaptation Programme of Action Plan. The 
plan outlines the impact of droughts and deluge 
in relation to the amount of salt inundation al-
ready found in coral Atolls. These Atolls, which 
were once used for growing crops, are now unable 
to harness the available plant nutrients previous-
ly found in swamp areas. Beachhead erosion in 
conjunction with the use of sand as a building re-
source means that viable land is being depleted at 
a heightened rate. The current overpopulation and 
an already scarred landscape place large amounts 
of pressure on the remaining land area. The lack of 
arable land is continually challenged due to bur-
row pit inundation with sea water as a result of 
predicted climate change. The access to sanitation, 
solid waste removal and land management, which 
due to poor provision and lack of resources are 
also problems that impact Funafuti’s increasingly 
fragile environment.

DEFINING SITE

DEFINING SITE
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The design research endeavours to achieve a 
speculative solution that contradicts the social, 
cultural and architectural norms currently at-
tributed to climate responsive design. Migration 
is seen as the saviour for countries facing climate 
change. Due to the financial feasibility to migrate 
compared to adaption this neglects the cultural 
implication of sovereignty. Therefore I intend to 
investigate imaginative and efficient architectural 
solutions for the maintenance of territory and na-
tionhood as a possible solution for the low-income 
settlements of Funafuti that inhabit a continuously 
changing context. Unveiling the current and po-
tential impacts for the local inhabitants that will 
effect their communal life. 

The research focuses on the current neglect of cul-
tural, social and political values and how they can 
be adapted and implemented in the developmen-
tal process. The scope has varied limitations due to 
the sites isolation and lack of available information 
on the current built environment including topo-
graphic information and states of building degra-
dation. Design experiments are based on the in-
formation available and requires the application of 
speculation to apply an environmental framework 
that accounts for sovereignty and a small populous 
to safe guard it.

OPPORTUNITY FOR DESIGN RESEARCH
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Figure 07: Pie charts by Author displaying the local make up and activity status to understand community 
roles
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Summary

The Tuvaluan culture has existed on these islands 
for over 2000 years and is at threat due to rising 
sea levels. Many of the islanders do not want to 
leave as their nationhood and sovereignty would 
be challenged. ‘Tuvaluan’s become climate change 
refugees when the land of Tuvalu becomes unin-
habitable. With this last resort adaptation to cli-
mate change we Tuvaluan’s lose our sovereignty, 
our traditional customs. I think you all know how 
important these are to us as native landholders’ 
(Siuila Toloa) board member of Island Care, a Tu-
valu environmental group). 

This thesis aims to investigate the architectural ad-
vantages of atoll environments and how the preser-
vation of social, cultural identity and order can be 
maintained through a contemporary evolutionary 
process. The intention of this architectural thesis is 
to design a solution that actively engages with sea 
level rise so that Tuvalu and other low-lying atoll 
nations can maintain a sense of sovereignty with-
in a disappearing context (see fig. 8). Throughout 
this changing context it is imperative to maintain 
a sense of human scale within this small populace 
of Tuvaluan’s and what the implications of habi-
tation, culture and contested territories are for 
the Tuvaluan’s in order to maintain a minimum 
of subsistence dwelling, economy and sovereign-
ty. The focus will be on the ‘dwelling’, developing 
architectural characteristics to inform the design 
within the prior outlined aims and objectives.

Figure 08: Some of Tuvalu’s locals are overcome by the cocerns of climate 
change as the landscape deteriates around them.  If they leave the island, cultural 

and social identity hangs in the balance.

Figure 09: 
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CONTEXTUAL INTRODUCTION

1.1

Figure 10: Statistics Tuvalu, displaying the architectural distribution and dominance in private  dwelling 
and urban living.
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Figure 11: The thin slither of land that is Funafuti Island, Tuvalu’s capital. As displayed the vulnerability of  land is evi-
dent with no more than several hundred meters separating the internal lagoon from a vast ocean.

“This case suggests that accelerated and heightened human insecurity, generated from biophysical 
climate changes, could have significant and lasting consequences for the global community.

For example, given the number of communities that are extremely vulnerable to shifting environmen-
tal conditions, growing local human insecurity from increasing vulnerability and declining adaptive 
capacity due to climate change may represent a significant challenge to all levels of governance and 

must become a prominent consideration for future global climate policy” 

( Fisher, pg.295).
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Figure 13: Author map displaying the topography and landmass of the site selected for research

Tuvalu’s capital Funafuti Atoll, consists of 33 islets 
that encircle a lagoon. The largest is Fongfale islet  
which has been selected for investigation.

FUNAFUTI  ATOLL

DEFINING SITE

Tuvalu is a  western pacific nation, formally known 
as the Ellice Islands. It is Located north of Fiji ap-
proximately halfway between Australia and Ha-
waii. At a bearing of 8.5000° S and 179.1833° E. 
Funafuti one of the six atoll islands, out of the nine 
located in the region of Tuvalu has been selected 
for research. Funafuti with only 2.4 square kilome-
ters of land accounts for less than one percent of 
the total atoll area (Fig. 13). It is extremely vulner-
able to tidal surge with an average elevation just 
under 2-3 meters and is common to poor soil con-
ditions. It is of concern within the International 
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). The sovereignty 
of the island is challenged through a global battle 
with sea level rise that has scarred the landscape. 

INTRODUCTION
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Figure 14: Author diagram displaying subsidence process, formation of a coral Atoll.

Understanding the atoll environment

A coral atoll is a ring shaped reef that has a 
coral rim that fragilely encircles a lagoon in 
part or completely. Many atolls have coral 
islets or cays, which are also found at the 
rim edges. The coral substrata sit a top the 
rim of an extinct volcano that has subsided 
and eroded over time to partially submerge 
beneath the water (see fig. 15).

A lagoon generally forms over a volcanic 
crater, whilst other parts of the rim are raised 
above water or at shallow depths forming 
reefs and permitting coral to develop and 
grow. For an atoll to remain above sea level, 
subsidence or erosion must be occurring at 
a rate slower than the growth of the coral. 
A strata projects upwards and outwards in 
order to replace the lost height due to sub-
sidence (Atoll Formation). This delicate 
ecological process is now exacerbated due 
to rapidly changing global climatic condi-
tions. 

Note: ‘Many communities and regions that 
are vulnerable to climate change are also 
under pressure from forces such as popula-
tion growth, resource depletion, and pover-
ty. (McCarthy, pg.8)

ATOLL PROCESS

DEFINING SITE
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1568

1781

15th of Januray 1568, Alvaro de Mendana first white visitor to the 
waters, hovering just of an atoll to which he produced the name 
‘Isla de Jesus: it’s position donated to that of Nukufetau. (Pg. 12, 
Koch).

The area was again visited by european explorers in 1781 Fran-
cisco Maurelle 

1819
Arent Schuyler de Peyster’ captin of the brittish brigantine 
‘Rebecca’ arrived in 1819. It was Pesyster who gave the archipel-
ego from which he called funafuti atoll “ellice group” after patron 
Edward Ellice ( Pg. 12, Koch).

1850  
Blackbirders appeeared between 1850 - 1870, raiding the accessi-
ble atoll islands oif Funaftti and Nukufetau. 

1865
Samoan missionaries began a systematic Christiani9sation of the 
islands’. Pg. 12, Koch. This led to the introduction of a puritanical 
way of life and which mixed values from Old time reglion  and 
orders in society familiar to that of the tuvaluan people. This 
broguht cultural changes in p[-articular regarding to clothing and 
ornaments. 

1915
Tuvalu became a crown collony.

1896
In 1896 the archipelego became a brittish protectorate .

Figure 16: Missionary settlement on Funafuti tucked in 
a clearing Figure 17: Pre-contact woman on Funafuti island Tuva-

lu

SETTLEMENT TIME LINE
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1942

1967

United States landed on Funafuti on the 2nd of October 1942. 
Naval Construction Battalion (Seabees) built Funafuti Airfield.

 A Constitution was introduced, which created a House of Repre-
sentatives for the Gilbert and Ellice Islands Colony that comprised 
7 appointed officials and 23 members elected by the islanders.

1972
21 & 22 October 1972
 Funafuti was severely damaged by Cyclone Bebe.

1976
1 January 1976
 The Gilbert and Ellice Islands Colony ceased to exist and the 
separate British colonies of Kiribati and Tuvalu came into exist-
ence.

1978
1 October 1978, Tuvalu became fully independent within the 
Commonwealth.

2000
17 September 2000
 
Tuvalu became the 189th member of the United Nations.

1999
The Funafuti Conservation Area was created for the conservation 
of the marine and land based biodiversity (plants, animals and 
ecosystems) within the protected area.

2013
5 September 2013, Tuvalu signed the Majuro Declaration which is 
intended to spark a “new wave of climate leadership” and high-
light the impact of climate change in the Pacific Ocean.

Figure 18: Aerial view of Fongafale Islet, showing the 
seaplane ramp and gun bunkers built by the Americans. 

Figure 19: Aerial view of Funafuti’s Fongafale Islet, with 
the newly constructed airstrip clearly visible.

DEFINING SITE
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Isolation

Due to Tuvalu’s geographical location it can be a 
strategic advantage or disadvantage to the occu-
pants of the island. Their sea of islands render the 
Tuvaluan people with a unique lifestyle, culture, 
language and sense of identity. In early settlement 
communication between islands was restricted to 
access via vessel. The traditions are predominantly 
culturally derivative of Samoa however it is known 
that inhabitants did arrive on voyages from the 
Tokelau Islands and Central Polynesia, possibly 
unintentionally driven by the easterly winds and 
the westerly ocean current (Koch, pg.11).

Pre-european Lifestyle

The Tuvaluan’s landed over two thousand years 
ago, and in small groups. Each clan lived by it-
self on its own land with one or more communal 
dwelling houses, a kitchen hut, a storehouse, and 
canoe house ( Koch, pg.141). Settlements of ver-
nacular were to be found clustered along coastal 
shoreline and sustained by the fertile ocean. This 
connected individual settlements to a central 
spine and between each other by informal path-
ways. Houses were also found on islets of Nu-
kufetau atoll and in the interior of Naitao, Nanu-
maga and on Fale. During pre European times 
there was frequent canoe voyaging between the 
nearer islands.

The Tuvaluan islanders are very much at one 
with the sea and obtain a major part of their sub-
sistence from it, canoe building is particularly 
important for their everyday existence (Koch, 
pg.143). Their communal life is simple and less 
formal than other island cultures . They settled 
and worked in family groups under the leader-
ship of the oldest people in the clan, the Chiefs 
(Aliki). The Chiefs ruled the islands, with the as-
sistance of the Council of Elders. Their culture is 
very simple and in an environment where there is 
no solid rock they live a rather Spartan existence. 
They produce fewer articles then they might, to 
make their life more comfortable (Koch, pg.11). 

Figure 20: Pre- contact washing hole Funafuti., Locals 
bathing (Andrew Thomas 1886).

Figure 21: 

CULTURAL CONSIDERATION

DEFINING SITE
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Burrow pits 

Past human activities on Tuvalu’s landscape have 
also had adverse impacts. The construction of Fu-
nafuti airstrip in WWII, reduced fertile crops and 
produced burrow pits that are now toxic. A large 
proportion of the land formerly used for growing 
Pulaka and Taro was in filled by the American 
construction battalion the ‘Seabees’. The airfield 
was finished before the end of 1942 for missions 
against the Japanese. ‘From Kiribati the Japanese 
intended moving south to Tuvalu but their losses 
at the battle of midway delayed them. This enabled 
the Americans to get to Tuvalu first on 2 October 
1942’(Koch, pg.140). 

‘The airfield took up one-sixth of the land area, to 
make it the Americans destroyed nearly half the 
coconut trees, 22,000 out of 54,000. Moreover ef-
forts to replant that land have not been very suc-
cessful. The coral is packed too hard for the trees to 
grow properly’(Koch, pg.143).

In these dugouts poverty finds a home. Although 
not admitted by locals, current living conditions 
are below acceptable world standards. A priority 
will be to rehouse the inhabitants most at risk of 
poverty (see fig. 22).

SCARRED LANDSCAPE

Post European development

Due to Tuvalu’s geographical location and Spartan 
like existence ‘colonial rule’ touched Tuvalu, light-
ly in comparison with many other countries, it 
did, nevertheless have a significant impact’ (Koch, 
pg.134). Colonial rule was a mixture of negligence 
and petty acts of interference.

Tuvalu’s separation from Kiribati in 1976 focused 
on higher education. ‘A year after separation, the 
new government, having taken full responsibili-
ty for the training of its own people, sent the first 
group of prospective teachers and nurses to study 
in Fiji’ (Faaniu  pg.150). As with education, health 
was another major focus of the government. Since 
the war modern medicine and equipment have 
been supplied to the outer islands along with 
trained staff. In 1978 New Zealand aid helped to 
bring up to date hospital facilities to the islanders. 
Princess Margaret hospital was completed but was 
not the only notable development. ‘On Funafuti 
nearly every household has come to possess a mo-
torcycle, a bicycle and an outboard motor’(Faaniu, 
pg.152).

Prior to the war inhabitants used to walk varied 
distances carrying loads of coconuts or firewood. 
A regular air service now arrives from Suva for 
both passengers and freight, while an overseas 
ship calls at the capital at least every three months 
to deliver cargo and collect Copra. A deep-water 
wharf that was constructed in 1981 enables ship-
ping links with the greater Pacific. The develop-
ment of shipping between the islands has become 
more frequent and of great importance to the local 
economy.

DEFINING SITE
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Figure 22: Author map showing location island infrastructure, burrow pits and water body locations.
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This section assesses the climatic conditions pres-
ent across Funafuti Island, the site for selected re-
search. This will allow informed design decisions 
that promote local technology and design respons-
es to climate 

Tuvalu’s Climate

On Funafuti, the capital of Tuvalu there is little 
variation in temperature throughout the year. The 
maximum temperature is between 31–32°C and 
the minimum temperature between 25–26°C all 
year round. Air temperatures are responsive to the 
ocean temperatures surrounding the islands and 
atolls of the country. 

The country has two significant seasons,
A wet season from November to April 
A dry season from May to October 

200 mm of Rainfall averages each month of the 
year in Funafuti alone (Figure 24). This is due to 
the location of Tuvalu Islands near the West Pa-
cific Warm Pool. The wet season is affected by the 
movement and strength of the South Pacific Con-
vergence Zone.

This band of heavy rainfall is caused by air rising 
over warm water where winds converge, result-
ing in thunderstorm activity. It extends across the 
South Pacific Ocean and is most intense during 
Tuvalu’s wet season. The West Pacific Monsoon 
can also bring heavy rainfall to Tuvalu during the 
wet season. The Monsoon is driven by large dif-
ferences in temperature between the land and the 
ocean, and its arrival usually brings a switch from 
very dry to very wet conditions (Ralston, pg.3).

CLIMATIC CONSIDERATIONS

DEFINING SITE
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Figure 23: Author diagram displaying the local conditions, sun path, angle and Average wind speed and direction
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Figure 25: Low-lying stretches of atoll islands such as Funafuti, Tuvalu’s most populated island, are over washed 
by king tides the highest of spring tides, which occur a few times a year. 
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Figure 24: Author Infograhpics displaying climate conditions
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Figure 28: Author diagram displaying summer dominant wind direction and percent Figure 27: Author diagram displaying dominant winter wind direction and percent
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Figure 29: Author diagram displaying dominant Swell direction summer Figure 30: Author diagram displaying dominant Swell direction winter
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Sea-level rise process

Sea level rise is caused by thermal expansion of 
the ocean and degradation of the polar ice sheets 
due to global warming. Small low-lying atoll na-
tions such as Tuvalu, Kiribati and the Maldives are 
just a few at risk of their populace becoming ‘cli-
mate refugees’, forced to migrate within the next 
50 - 100 years. The inundation experienced and 
predicted due to rising sea levels will cripple the 
local subsistent economy and force a population 
of 6,000 alone on the capital to become ‘climate 
refugees’. 

Global warming is no longer a myth for small 
atoll nations and a common reality has struck. 
Our planet is getting hotter with the help of the 
earths natural periodic cycle and human driv-
en emissions & wastes. The International Panel 
on Climate Change (IPCC) states that out of all 
concerns challenging island nations from the 
discourse of climate change, Sea level rises is ‘by 
far the greatest,’ both economically and socially 
(IPCC pg.855). 

What the future holds

The future of Tuvalu will be determined by the ca-
pacity of local inhabitants to react to natural and 
human factors. Consideration into a range of pos-
sible future conditions with outcomes are predict-
ed by IPCC climate models. They produce a se-
ries of scenarios based on a set of assumptions as 
listed. 1) Future population change. 2) Economic 
development and technological advances.

The climate projections for Tuvalu are based on 
three IPCC emissions scenarios: low, medium and 
high, for time periods around 2030, 2055 and 2090 
(see Fig. 33).  Individual models give different re-
sults; the projections are presented as a range of 
values. The IPCC states that sea level rise by the 
end of this century will be at the rate of 5 mm an 
average per year, which is two to four times higher 

than that of the past 100 years (IPCC, pg. 847). 

The sea is inextricably linked to Tuvalu’s environ-
ment, culture and social system sustaining life on 
the islands. A change in sea level is therefore not an 
abstract risk but a challenge to the every day life of 
Tuvaluan’s. ‘As most island homes, infrastructure, 
and commercial activities are along the coasts...sea 
level rise is a high risk to the life and health of the 
inhabitants ‘(IPCC, pg. 847).

The principal impacts anticipated fall into three 
main categories: 

a) Loss of coastal lands

b) Flooding and soil salinisation in addition to 
harm to crops

c) Ground water sources, land and marine biodi-
versity
 
(IPCC, pg. 847 and 855, UNFCCC, pg. 21)

The island environments are considered to have a 
Spartan like existence at present but also it is likely 
to become more inhospitable overtime. If sea lev-
els continue to rise without remediation or rede-
velopment of the Architectural condition at hand 
Tuvalu could be lost. It is possible to design for the 
worst case scenario of high global emissions with a 
large range of projected rise, which is appropriate 
for the design discussion within this thesis.

Figure 31: IPCC graph displaying observed and projected relative sea level 
rise near Tuvalu. Shaded in green are the projected ranges for a medium emission 

scenario

Figure 33: Author diagram displaying emission scenarios for future sea 
level rise predictions. For the Purpose of this investigation the ‘High emissions 

scenario’ will be used.
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Figure 36: Flooding during king tides is a problem and not uncommon with extreme weather events only predicted to 

increase. Water percolates up through the coral matrix and laps eat the door of the meteorological office of Tuvalu.

Figure 35: High tide and King tide flooding in the borrow pits of Funafuti. A runway was constructed on the main islet 
during WWII borrowing coral and sand from the unpopulated areas of the island.

Figure 37: Erosion eats away at the periphery of the coral atolls. Old tin drums are filled with concrete, which is set and 
backfilled with compressed rubbish on the inside of the seawall.
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Figure 42: Author map showing location of sections and urban layout of the island

Figure 43: 

Figure 39: Water percolates up through the coral matrix. Niu Loane lost his main food source 
and income when a king tide destroyed his Pulaka plantation in Funafuti, Tuvalu. 

Figure 40: 

Figure 41: Burrow pit on Funafuti islet showing informal dwellings and proximity to flood waters
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LEGEND
VL  – VEGETATION LINE
BF – BEACH FACE
SD  – SAND
CR  – CORAL RUBBLE
BR  – BEACH ROCK
CP  – CORAL PATCHES
RF  – REEF FLAT

BRB  – BEACH ROCK BOULDERS
BRP  – BEACH ROCK PEBBLES
BRG – BEACH ROCK GRAVEL
RB  – RUBBLES
L  – LAND
SP – SAND PIT
BP – BORROW PIT
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SECTION F
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Average King Tide before sea level rise 3.2m
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Figure 45: Author sections of Funafuti modeled from SOPAC site survey report showing projected sea level rise 
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Summary

By effectively noting the climatic and Atoll condi-
tions it is easy to see how applicable, maintenance 
of a Tuvaluan way of life is paramount. If architec-
tural design experimentation can provide personal 
ownership and subsistence, then this will improve 
the informal dwellings of Funafuti to serve as sov-
ereign possessions reflective of the occupant. The 
principal impacts anticipated fall into three main 
categories: a) Loss of coastal lands b) Flooding and 
soil salinisation c) Harm to ground water sources, 
land and marine biodiversity. These impacts along 
with the thesis aims will allow a reflective report to 
the indigenous landscape

To account for climate change impacts;

1. Sea Level rise rate by IPCC - Proposed a High 
emission scenario, which has been selected for the 
purpose of investigation.

2030 - 4 - 14 cm max projected rise
2055 - 10-29 cm max projected rise   
2090 - 19-58 cm max projected rise

SEA LEVEL RISE
 PARAMETERS

CONTESTED TERRITORY

Figure 47: Many in this strongly Christian country hold to the scriptural promise of God to Noah, that floods 
would never again destroy the Earth.

Figure 48: 
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This chapter explores the applications of contem-
porary theorists that provide influence in address-
ing the Architectural fabric of Funafuti Island. 
Suggesting how to materialise cultural and social 
values of the Tuvaluan people.

This will allow the agency of design to develop 
a theoretical basis teasing successful techniques 
from each exemplar to inform a new understand-
ing that can be reflected through design progres-
sions later in the document. The aim is to obtain 
new thought in design led methods and principles 
to sculpt objectives in response to the thesis ques-
tion.

Theories reviewed have been discussed to supple-
ment one another to create a body of research that 
will provide extended knowledge in further itera-
tions and propositions.  

INTRODUCTION

FOUNDATION

THEORETICAL FOUNDATION

2.0
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Lebbeus Woods was one of the most prominent 
and critiqued architects of this century, using ar-
chitecture to explore considerations into social 
and political implications in the face of adversity. 
His work entailed how architecture could react to 
the individual and collective whilst reflecting so-
cial and ideological conditions. The modes of ar-
chitectural experimentation displayed by Woods 
explore architectonic process. This thesis therefore 
seeks to pull individual tectonic responses from 
the context of the site detailed by cultural, social 
and political ties of Tuvaluan life.  

Woods thought of architecture as the ability to en-
gage and learn from catastrophe ‘By confronting 
the extreme conditions brought about by willful 
destruction, particularly as it affects urban life and 
its structures, architects will learn much about the 
practice of architecture within stable conditions, 
which they will never learn by unquestionably ac-
cepting the often illusionary appearances and as-
sumptions of stability. ‘ (Woods, pg.22) By doing so 
architecture can become more flexible and respon-
sive for the inhabitants. Not only to generate new 
conditions but to sustain spiritual and ruminative 
connections to moments of memorialisation from 
hardship. ‘Architecture has always been concerned 
with imbuing the ordinary with something of the 
extraordinary. It is concerned, as a practice, with 
enhancing the normative, with giving routine be-
havior and cultural conventions aesthetic qualities 
that elevate them beyond the power of their own 
monotony’ (Woods, pg.23)

Suggesting that Architecture offers possibility of 
reintegrating functions to a system that has lost 
equilibrium, but only by analysing the complexi-
ties of that system are we able to achieve the edifice. 
His work doesn’t provoke to erase the catastrophe 
in which they intervene, but to suggest an eman-

cipatory design beyond bounds of the catastrophe 
for growth and healing.

In Tuvalu’s case Woods approach serves to suggest 
ways in which the complexity of sovereignty can 
be constructed with shifts from nostalgic emotions 
toward new prototypes of renewal and dwelling. 
Imposed conditions can form positive reflec-
tions, which commonly may be embedded with 
emotion. A switch in approaches due to necessity 
changes the manner by which they make advanc-
es in knowledge and survival. The intention is to 
memorialise the ‘event’ through the integration of 
form and structure within the degraded condition 
(see fig. 53 & 54).

Summary 

Woods explains his ideologies through metaphors 
as vehicles of design, which are applicable to the 
preservation and healing of cultural and social 
identity that this thesis investigates. His uncon-
ventional tectonic theory presents the possible, 
implications of evolving architecture to memori-
alise and integrate into a degraded condition or 
system. Tuvalu’s remediation to sea level rise im-
pacts begins with the role of the architect to see 
past the degraded condition, improve and evolve 
the architectural state presented.

Figure 49: A Exhibition for Lebbues woods san Francisco bay project 
Figure 50: Woods sketch concepts for the planning of drawings shown above and below

RADICAL RECONSTRUCTION
LEBBEUS WOODS

FOUNDATION
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Figure 51: San Francisco bay project lebbeus woods, Two towers
Figure 52: Lebbeus wood sketch concepts for the Francisco bay project after earthquake damage

FOUNDATION

DESIGN

CATASTROPHE

INFORMS

Design Principle extracted

1. Radical reconstruction

>  Radical reconstruction of the normative, gives 
routine behavior and cultural conventions aesthet-
ic qualities that can elevate them beyond the power 
of their own monotony. Tuvalu’s burrow pits are a 
system that has lost equilibrium due to inundated 
conditions. Only by analysing the complexities of 
that system is it possible to reconstruct new condi-
tions to sustain spiritual or ruminative connection 
to moments of hardship (slums), sovereignty and 
site.
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Glenn Murcutt’s principles of integration with-
in the landscape respond to contexts, which are 
in need of a place to call ‘home’ less iconic, and 
more a place of function, belonging and well be-
ing. Suggesting that cultures brought together may 
respond to a new place as ‘home’ if the architecture 
is considerate of its surroundings, integrated with 
landscape and not just of iconic status. Discussion 
will revolve around the work of Glenn Murcutt 
and the comprehensive level at which his archi-
tecture adapts systems of nature to merge with the 
landscape and respond readily to climatic condi-
tions (see fig. 55 & 56). 

What sets Murcutt apart from his international 
peers is an architectural intelligence that accepts 
both autonomy of a building and the autonomy 
of the place where it sits. Paradoxically, he makes 
human habitats appear as part of their settings but 
distinct a quality of poise that is at once grounded 
in and elevated from the natural world’ (Pallas-
ma). It is somewhat rusticated and sophisticated 
adaptions of local conditions are almost primal in 
sense. By achieving this connection to place and so 
forth his building becomes a part of the land, re-
sponsive to the climate, prevailing winds, sunlight 
angles for winter and summer, views with con-
nection to native plants and natural ventilation. 
The house for painter Marika Alderton, where the 
hinged facade of sliding panels function both as 
‘equipment’ and ‘background’ (Lynch, pg.2). 

Design research experiments throughout this 
thesis will look to engage and replicate Murcutt’s 

principles of integration within the landscape. To 
respond to Tuvalu’s warmer climate, engaging the 
user with simple adjustments of airflow and shad-
ing screens to control internal comfort (see Fig. 84). 
Moreover to discover a design that enhances sus-
tainability, way of life, serenity and mitigates mon-
umentality improving an occupants sense of place 
and well being. I suggest that this will produce a 
connection to the island of Funafuti through cli-
matic consideration of the indigenous vernacular 
techniques. Enabling the discovery of design char-
acteristics that produce a sense of calm, so inhab-
itants feel a certain level of comfort, participation 
and human scale within the intervention.

ENVIRONMENT

INFORMS

INFORMS

Figure 53: Simpson-Lee house House showing  pitched high ceiling allowing environmental drivers to add large 
amount of natural light filtering into the interior. The building also has a tranquil walkway to enter next to a body off water, 

radiant cooling for the end of the building.
Figure 54: Marika-Alderton House ventilation openings can be seen along the side of the building, raised off the 

ground to reduce moister and increase cooling efficiency.

CULTURE

ACTIVE ENVIRONMENT
GLEN MURCUTT

FOUNDATION
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Derived design principle

2. Active participant

>Allowing the building to perform under tropical 
conditions by involving natural and low mainte-
nance use of climatic design principles and en-
gagement of the occupant.
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Design Principles extracted

4. Spatial activation
> Social activities preformed by various cultures 
can have an effect on the activation of internal 
space. Through cognitive design it is possible to 
involve social participants.
   

SPACESOCIAL ACTIVITY
INFORMS

Karin Jaschke is a distinguished lecturer at the 
University of Brighton, who explores relationships 
between the architect and user. Jaschke propos-
es that spatial configuration constitutes a social 
and embodied activity that does not take place in 
space but in itself defines it (Jaschke, pg. 135). In 
the case of Tuvalu daily rituals and tasks constitute 
the space in which these activities such as fishing, 
weaving and water collection are performed.

Indigenous cultural parameters can be integrat-
ed into the narrative form and be reflective of the 
anthropology to organise subsequent spatial con-
figuration. Jaschke explores that to produce spa-
tial activation a configurative approach is required 
‘Configurative design proposes that the user take 
possession of the built structure. It thus intro-
duced a sort of alternative concept of ownership, 
a physiological ownership, which resonated with 
anthropological notions of property and phenom-
enological ideas on inhabitation’ (Jaschke, pg.137). 
This approach encourages the user to explore a 
configurative setting, discover and redefining the 
space as their own. This offers a sense of personal 
identity by presenting architecture that is devoid 
of an atypical hierarchical architecture. 

These notions are used to supplement prior the-
oretical implications brought to this discussion 
through Ganoe position who suggests that design 
through narrative can influence the inhabitants re-
sponse to space as well. Woods sees architecture 
as an act of healing within contexts of catastrophe 
and Murcutt practices autonomy not only of a 
building but the autonomy of the place. 

SPATIAL ACTIVATION
KARIN JASCHKE

FOUNDATION
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DESIGNNARRATIVE

INFORMS

INFORMS

Cathy Ganoe Michigan University professor pres-
ents key design principles that allow narrative 
space to concern itself with inhabitants, using 
space as a construct for the perception of the nar-
rative environment. Although an interior focus on 
space is discussed a coherent analysis and ratio-
nale allow interconnections between humans and 
space. Appropriate for design consideration when 
subjective narratives of the occupants are applied 
in architectural intervention.

This thesis provokes an underlying narrative to 
express values attached to site, local community 
and national history of Tuvalu. Ganoe argues that 
design through narrative can influence the inhab-
itant’s response to space. ‘Each criterion of design 
narrative theory defines an important aspect of 
design meaning and purpose, addresses silent de-
sign issues and has various possible applications’ 
(Ganoe, p.g13). 

The criterion mechanisms are as follows: 
a) Order b) Inclusion of differing psychological 
states of mind for occupants c) Symbolic meaning 
based on individual history d) Transformation of 
space to serve cultural and personal goals whilst 
accounting for subjectivity of experience. This will 
yield a cultural narrative that is responsive to the 
local inhabitants on site thus producing metaphors 
that enrich architecture by inviting exploration of 
narrative experiments in the proposed solutions.

The framework suggests that a design can go be-
yond a single grand narrative, seeking to increase 
the degree to which human imagination is chal-
lenged, resulting in more depth of contemplation 
and interpretation by the participant. A design 

NARRATIVE ENVIRONMENT
CATHY J .GANOE

FOUNDATION

Design Principle extracted

4. Narrative environment 
> Connection to cultural dialogue through the 
narrative presence to analyse and connect with 
complex phenomenological conditions of social 
and cultural identity. Therefore connecting and 
creating a respectful dialogue between the human 
inhabitants and architecture.

based on the consciousness of the majority, rath-
er than a series of personal mini narratives, cre-
ate meaning through expression (Ganoe pg.10) 
Applying these narratives and formal gestures 
to interconnect inhabitants brings into question 
whether architecture can simultaneously reflect 
social and cultural identity through multiple nar-
ratives within a formal concept. 
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Architecture today often is a product of the ‘Mon-
ey shot’ where the principal aim is to produce the 
smilingly realistic photorealism. Often neglect oc-
curs when concerned with the elements of time. 
The once perfect envelopes are now degraded and 
in a declining state.

This failure to understand incremental change 
and existing morphologies has left communities 
detached from social, public and natural ecol-
ogies. Kim Dovey discusses his thoughts on in-
crementalism concerning ‘Informal settlements 
that embody informal practices of sociality and 
economic production that are not easily retained 
in a transformation to formal housing’. Switching 
the process from a final product to an agency for 
incremental development overtime or in the case 
of this thesis to maintain settlement and improve 
hardships faced on low lying atolls. 

Dovey also suggests ‘There is a need to invent 
new construction types that incorporate recycled 
materials, incremental process, adaptability and 
multi-functionality with greater efficiency, safe-
ty and built density’ (Dovey, pg. 88). This allows 
the landscape and dwellings to become flexible for 
unforeseeable futures and can be built with a low 
economic footprint (see fig. 57 & 58). Therefore 
this approach embraces a level of understanding 
that is sensitive to informal settlements and eco-
logical conditions that over time to produce often 
unknown complexities and regenerative formal-
isation. Ultimately coinciding with the view of 
landscape as a living ecology to be used in con-

junction with dwelling typologies to form interre-
lationships between inhabitants and elements of 
the landscape, sustaining connection and durabil-
ity overtime.

INCREMENTALISM & THE INFORMAL
KIM DOVEY

FOUNDATION

Figure 55: Santa Marta Favela, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. 
The informal urban vernacular is supplemented here with the 
recent addition of a funicular and formalised housing to the 
right; note the gentrification spreading upwards and banners 

showing resistance to eviction at the top.

Figure 56: Internal view of formalised housing project 
in the Santa Marta Fevelas 

Figure 57: Author diagram displaying the new temporal phasing process to ignite incrementil-
ism and the informal

GENERAL APPROACH POTENTIAL INCREMENTALISATION

Construction Phase 1

Construction

Construction Phase 2

DesignDesign

Built Design Phase 1

Final Built 
Design

Built Design Phase 2

Built Design Phase 3

Construction Phase 3

TEMPORAL GROWTH: PROCESS REPEATS 

TIME
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Design Principles extracted

5. Incrementalism (Time & process)
> Looking past the final product to generate a 
framework for phasing regenerative growth of the 
local landscape and architecture to flourish over-
time as opposed to degradation. Also acknowledg-
ing the position of the informal and how it can be 
developed over time.

Literature is a tool to unlock previous and future 
design queries offering solutions that provoke 
insight into how one might resolve the research 
question. By understanding the narrative and an-
thropological environment we can define a sense 
of place thereby beginning to develop a sense of 
sovereignty within a disappearing context.

Design Principles extracted;

1. Radical reconstruction
> Reintegrating functions of a system that have 
lost equilibrium.

2. Active participant
> Allowing the building to perform under tropical 
conditions by involving natural and low mainte-
nance use of climatic design principles and the en-
gagement of the user.

3. Spatial activation
>Social activities preformed by various cultures 
can have an effect on the activation of internal 
space. Through cognitive design it is possible to 
involve social participants .

4. Narrative environment 
> Connection to cultural dialogue through the 
narrative presence. By using narrative to analyse 
and connect with complex phenomenological 
conditions of social and cultural identity.

5. Incrementalism (Time & process)
> Looking past the final product to generate a 
framework for phasing regenerative growth of the 

REFLECTION
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INTRODUCTION

The following precedents I suggest utilise the pre-
vious design principles extracted from the litera-
ture reviews. The architectural solution I endeav-
our to propose looks beyond replicating previous 
models. But instead applies a multidisciplinary 
approach to processes that informs design by dis-
covering appropriate responses within the thesis 
framework.

I propose that a pragmatic and exploratory re-
sponse to ‘climate’ and anthropology of the site al-
lows a theoretical basis to invigorate a new agency 
in design which addresses the sense of sovereignty 
within a disappearing context and the implications 
of habitation, culture and contested territories for 
the Tuvaluan’s?

PROJECT REVIEW
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Quinta  Monroy Housing
FRAMEWORK DESIGN (smal l  sca le )

This project was selected because it changed the 
way in which architects approached social hous-
ing. The transformation from social housing into 
middle class dwellings by way of the occupant. For 
this to take place people are removed from slums 
and placed into facilitated living conditions which 
allow personal temporal construction and addi-
tional construction value. 

The project is a unique simple concrete housing 
framework for low-income communities. A core 
house is setup and left for the occupants to estab-
lish and construct key areas themselves . It is pro-
grammed as a mixed use housing option, as seen in 
figures 62 & 63. The house provide personal pos-
session of the building shell and extended devel-
opment adding additional rooms and value to the 
project. The temporal condition is held in mind 
when considering, promoting expansion, custom-
isation and investment. Thus allowing freedom for 
inhabitants to attach a sense of custodianship and 
ownership to the dwelling. 

This solution for low-income housing is innovative 
in terms of ownership that is placed with the occu-
pant to react. It also addresses a key design direc-
tive of this thesis, that of providing a human scale; 
order and evolution imposed which improves the 
standard of living. This sense of human scale can 
be extrapolated into territories of low-lying atoll 
architecture, appropriate for the low-income com-
munity of Tuvalu (‘burrow pits’). Its success is in 
the sense of community and belonging that add a 
personal conversation with the development and 
construction of social housing (see fig. 64). This is 
applicable to the community of Tuvalu with sup-
plementation of local technologies. 

Figure 58: Top Left: Interior view of finished housing project, wood and concrete interior.
Figure 59: Top Right: Exterior view of finished homes showing potential.
Figure 60: Bottom Left: External view of the occupants additions to proposed framework
Figure 61: Bottom Right: Interior view of lounge/dinning area showing the before and after

CASE STUDY
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Extrapolated Design Principle

1. Provide the framework for temporal growth, al-
lowing the community to take control of the built 
form, creating a sense of involvement and person-
al connection to the architecture itself to maintain 
sanitary conditions.

>  Mixed use space multi level >  Framework allows a range of additions to the ‘core’ of 
house 

>  Vertical living is adopted rather than sprawl >  Small scale dwellings

>  Can be multiplied to form neighbouring units forming a 
community

>  Simple prefabricated concrete framework

10M6M

Figure 62: Author Architectural characteristics
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Figure 63: Makoko Floating school a community project
Figure 64: School in context with surrounding slum area of  Makoko, Nigeria.
Figure 65: Top level interior space showing the view out across makoko.
Figure 66: Kids play in the internal class room, material finish from locally sourced products 

The Makoko floating school was designed to cel-
ebrate the informal settlement of Makoko, coined 
as rebel architecture by Kunle Adeyemi. It places 
an architectonic layering of local resources and in-
genuity to the traditional typology of the original 
settlement, a simplistic revelry with provocative 
acquisitions and framework for development.

Kunle’s design replicates the influence of informal 
environments and local resources for inhabitants 
to integrate into adapted technologies from local 
materials. It is a remedial structure for the current 
lack of arable land in densified urban areas of Ni-
geria (see fig. 66). It was commissioned by the gov-
ernment of Nigeria in conjunction with the com-
munity to provide school facilities within the slum 
area of Makoko and within informal coastal settle-
ments that are threatened due to rising sea levels.

The design presents successful architectural char-
acteristics (see fig. 70) that are applicable to my 
thesis research. Such as similar typologies, local 
resourcing, adapted local construction character-
istics, low cost and maintenance and a back to ba-
sics approach to formal design. (Rise, pg.3)

MAKOKO FLOATING SCHOOL
KUNLE ADEYEMI

CASE STUDY
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$
> Can be duplicated as seperate mixed use programs to 
provide more formal housing settlement on water

> Simple materials, easily replacible and flexable interior 
space to allow multiple solutions 

> Ability to mitigate against sea level rise via floatation to 
adjust to varrying tidal levels.

> Small scale and low construction cost

> Technology developed from local waste material to 
provide a floating platform

>  Simple local frame construction 

Extrapolated Design Principle

3. Provide the framework for a respectful dialogue 
between the indigenous cultural environments, fa-
cilitating future development through local sourc-
ing, environmental sensitivity and innovation (see 
fig. 69). 

Figure 67: Author diagram showing arhcitectural charateristics
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BOAT HOUSE
ANDERSON WISE ARCHITECTS

This structure is located on the steeply sloped bank 
of Lake Austin; it was designed as a retreat from 
the nearby hustle and bustle. A path leads the oc-
cupant to the retreat that extends a kilometre long, 
over a suspension bridge spanning a ravine, slop-
ing down to the boathouse. The simple and elegant 
design rises above the plane of water off-the-grid 
domicile, exerting a minimal impact on surround-
ing conditions, a mixed-use dwelling that serves 
multiple functions (see fig. 70 & 74) .

Wind and water are combined to provide nat-
ural cooling for the entire envelope. Full height 
openings can be activated by users to swing out 
on the North and Eastern side that also serve as 
impromptu diving platforms. Revisiting this con-
cept not only provides precedent for the low-in-
come strata with viable small-scale flexibility but 
provides a housing solution that provides potential 
mitigation to tidal level increases with minimal ex-
cavation and is of low cost construction.

‘Its structure, fabricated into a single framework of 
steel and barged to the site, is anchored into rock 
beneath the water. A floating carpenter shop was 
used to complete the construction from the water 
side’(Wise, pg.30)
 
The boathouse provides a respite from the exhaus-
tions of heat and the exertion of swimming, but 
it constantly reminds occupants of their proximi-
ty to the waters edge and the cross programmatic 
space provided. Flexible in almost every way the 
design presents an additional view on contested 
territory architecture.  

Figure 69: Boathouse front view of dwelling raised above water
Figure 70: Walkway swing bridge which leads occupants into the site
Figure 71: Line of sight as you approach the retreat

Figure 68: Boathouse main level floor plan
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>  Single floor dwelling, open plan and mixed use space >  User controlled climatic devices, ventilation and light 
access etc

>  Components are easily fixed to steel shell >  Simple steel framed construction, light weight and 
highly durable.

> Small footprint, programatic reponses stacked verticaly > Simple fixed foundations underwaters surface

Derived Design Principle

Mixed typologies

4. Relationships between different ecological conditions and 
social typologies may form connections between people and 
place.

Figure 73: Sectional elevation and site plan Figure 74: Boathouse dock level floor plan

Figure 72: Author diagram showing extracted architectural charateristics
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BEFORE AFTERTianjin Oiaoyuan Wetland Park is a network of 
pathways, pools and naturescapes successfully 
displaying the application of regenerative design. 
A wetland with changing landforms is revitalised 
from a neglected site, transgressing into a plant 
adaptive landscape in a community evolved pro-
cess.

It is located in 22 ha in the coastal city of Tianjin, 
China. Urbanisation in Tianjin over the century 
has been tireless with re-purposing from one type 
of land use to another such as a former shooting 
range becoming a garbage dump and drainage sink 
for storm water. Now a contaminated site with little 
life left but a deserted and polluted landscape. It’s 
surroundings are dotted by squatters and tempo-
rary structures. ‘Qiaoyuan Wetland Park implicitly 
asserts that the beauty of wild grass landscapes has 
been undervalued, especially in terms of the sus-
tainable services they provide’. (Saunders, pg.116)

A low-maintenance urban park with adaptive plant 
palettes, altering and phasing the landforms has 
been developed. This allows the natural processes 
of plant community adaptation and evolution to 
take place. Diversification flourishes and natural 
resources for the city are produced, including re-
taining and purifying storm water, improvements 
in soil quality,and offering opportunities for envi-
ronmental education by creating refreshing expe-
riences. Its is derived from the adaptive vegetation 
communities that dot the landscape in this region 
of China. The solution for this park was developed 

for Adaptation Palettes, which were designed to 
let the nature do the work of rejuvenation (see fig 
80,81 and 82). 

Untidy forms, unplanned biodiversity and nature’s 
‘messiness’ keep ongoing, letting plants live and 
expose their genuine beauty to enrich the land-
scape. The ecology-driven Adaptation Palettes 
have become a valued and unmistakable site of the 
community of Tianjin. This project helps to define 
the new aesthetics of landscape, defined by a con-
tinuous evolving process. Temporal growth and 
phasing a design can build a relationship between 
community and design, and subsequently an affili-
ation between people and place( see fig. 83).
 

Tianj in  Qiaoyuan Wet land Park
CHINA -  T IANJIN CITY BY TURENSCAPE

CASE STUDY

Figure 76: Left top: Beginning construction of wetland succession and topography
Figure 77: Left middle: Close up of demolition debris left around the original site, which once was a shooting range
Figure 78: Left Bottom: Existing topography and site conditions before temporal process was undertaken
Figure 79: Right top: Wetlands have been succulently planted within the topography to provide regenerative land-
scapes
Figure 80: Right Middle: Series of park seating integrated within the landscape to provide moments of rest
Figure 81: Right Bottom: Boardwalk protrude intro grass wetlands allowing the immersion of visitorsFigure 75: Deep Water pond in winter months
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HABITATEARTH

CREATECLEAN

EARTH

CLEAN

HABITATEARTH

CREATECLEAN

VEGETATE

INCREASE PRESERVE

TEMPORAL PROCESS

MANAGE

WATER

CLEAN

PHASE 1: Cconstruction, topograhy and pond 
development. Depression are constructed at varying 
depths which can both collect varing amounts of 
stormwater and fill with groundwater depending on 
elevation

PHASE 3: Architectural elements are built.Water 
both infiltraits via the depressions and creates 
hospitable soil for vegetation growth.

PHASE4: Vegetive planting and wetland succession. 
Planting can occur via seed dispersal, responding to 
the ecological conditions of the surrounding area, or 
be planted with specific species, creating habitat as 
required(Adaption palette)

PHASE 2: construction of pathways and 
wetland links. 

Figure 83: Author diagram showing combined regenrative design layers and processFigure 82: Author diagram showing regenrative design process
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Derived Design Principle

Note: ‘Without the positive experience of nature, people will 
not be inclined to commit the necessary energy, emotions, 
and resources to sustaining buildings and constructed land-
scapes over time’ (Kellert, pg.93)

a. Temporal growth and regenerative design can build a 
relationship between community and project, which then 
forms auxiliary agency between people and place.

Ecological functions to inform design’;

CASE STUDY

HABITAT EARTH

CREATE CLEANMANAGE

WATER

CLEAN

ECOLOGICAL FUNCTIONS 

VEGETATE

INCREASE PRESERVE

Summary

Through this design led research it is possible to 
unlock the understanding of the role of the archi-
tect. The relevance of permanence and the ability 
to provide remediation and curate change through 
expression of the local community knowledge 
process. When combined with the potential im-
pacts for low lying atoll communities it enables the 
involvement on a human level attaching not just 
physical properties of building mass but the iden-
tity of the architecture proposed by an outsider to 
be influenced by the vernacular setting. This gen-
erates a connection to sovereignty and ownership 
as propositioned in the thesis question.

The selected case studies have presented relevant 
themes for the architectural conditions, address-
ing the dwelling requirements of the low-income 
strata on an architectural level, as opposed to fo-
cusing on the social. 

Key themes are as follows:

1. Simple construction
2. Ability to expand
3. Vernacular, cheap, locally sourced materials
4. Traditional themes in form and function
5. Collective/community construction

It is these themes that will form the basis for devel-
opment when considering architectural form and 

function.

The way to improve the situation of the squatter 
within the design must also take into consideration 
the people, not just a sense of community, but also 
an improvement in social standing and desire for 
self-sufficiency. The ability to directly influence the 
future of inhabitants positively through the built 
environment.

The housing situation in Funafuti leaves large areas 
for improvement to adopt the positive attributes 
of the previously discussed theoretical & practical 
participatory designs (Figure 86). Security of land 
tenure through shared environment and critical 
understanding of the inhabitants historical, finan-
cial and physical needs. 

The five practical applications identified in the 
precedent studies will form the architectural basis 
for the proposed housing solution, framework for 
agencies that seeks to reinvent living conditions, 
accounting for the worst case scenario of future 
sea inundation and future growth.

Key design principles extracted address the infor-
mal settlement criteria  

1. Insecure residential status
2. Poor structural quality of housing
3. Inadequate access to safe water
4. Sanitation and other infrastructure
5. Overcrowding

REFLECTION
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DESIGN PROCESS

This chapter documents the iterative process, 
which was undertaken through this design led 
thesis. This is displayed through three preliminary 
design experiments in order to show the progres-
sion of a ‘place for the forgotten’.

These experiments touch on climate imposed is-
sues and possible architectural solutions to main-
tain subsistent dwelling, therefore increasing the 
period of habitation on the island. The design be-
gins with the analysis of site the conditions to as-
certain which areas of the island need immediate 
attention.  

Experiment one and two look to progress in a se-
quential order by identifying points of adjustment. 
The first two proposals are large program based 
entities for future mass inundation which link to 
the thesis question by suggesting a floatable settle-
ment. Design experiments look to bridge the gap 
between adaption and action using an intimate 
scale, such as the dwelling, to allow cultural her-
itage, sovereignty and vernacular techniques that 
can be extracted through architectural form. 

The final design objectives and formal outcomes, 
integrate with the remediation of land loss by ac-
tively removing habitat from unstable conditions 
engaging the natural process of biological conser-
vation. Exploring how the edifice is key to express-
ing a traditional dialogue to climatic design and 
reaction to new environmental conditions whilst 
protecting the sovereignty of Tuvalu.

“If we move away, we lose our way of life — our customs will vanish com-
pletely.” (Siaosi Finiki) 

A PLACE FOR THE FORGOTTEN

3.0
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PRELIMINARY

100
m

100m

10
0m

100m

SITE SPECIFICALLY TEMPORAL FRAMEWORK

ENGAUGING LANDSCAPE

HYBRID TYPOLOGIES

LOCAL TECHNOLOGY & SOURCING

Figure 84: Informatics associated with the theoretical and case study principles in the document Figure 85: Funafuti island has many degraded shelters and pig pens near areas of low water.

DESIGN AGENCIES
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Figure 86: Author diagram looking at the categorisation of the figure ground into sizes to analyse the most common size 
grain to establish how the architecture should respond. Not to scale.

Figure 87: Author diagram looking at the water-body locations, road network and important buildings of Funafuti 

FIGURE GROUND 
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A. B.

C. D.

N

N

N

N

BURROW PITS TUVALU

Figure 88: Author diagram displaying the current ‘burrow pits’(water bodies) of Funafuti, inundated areas were inhabitants live in slum like con-
ditions.

Figure 89: Author diagram displaying the current cross section of the most at risk area in Funafuti and the typical sectional elevation of dwelling 
in these locations

L BP L RB BRBRRF RB

AVERAGE SPRING TIDE 2.7m

AVERAGE KING TIDE 3.2m

KING TIDE + SEA LEVEL RISE (2090, 3.76m)

MEAN SEA LEVEL HEIGHT 2m

RISING TIDES: 
BURROW PIT SECTION

> Typical section of burrow pits housing 
elevated 1 metre above ground level

4.00m

3.50m
3.64m

3.80m
3.60m
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Wet proof 
Residence

Peak 
storage

Seasonal 
storage

Disater 
storage

High water Groundwa-
ter flooding

Dry proof 
Residence

Neutral Not Recommended Highly Recommended

Highly Recommended Most Applicable to context

Most Aplicable

Shoreline 
Residence

Column 
Residence

Floating
Residence

Amphibious 
Residence

Low drainage 
Residence

 WATER-ADAPTIVE BUILDING MATRIX

Most Applicable to context

Adaption for Resilience

Figure 90: Author diagram displaying extracted analysis of Dutch water building techniques to establish an effective solution for flood mitigation Figure 91: The most applicable typologies were selected to progress design thought as a means to engauge with se alevel rise
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SECTION A

LEGEND
VL  – VEGETATION LINE
BF – BEACH FACE
SD  – SAND
CR  – CORAL RUBBLE
BR  – BEACH ROCK
CP  – CORAL PATCHES
RF  – REEF FLAT

BRB  – BEACH ROCK BOULDERS
BRP  – BEACH ROCK PEBBLES
BRG – BEACH ROCK GRAVEL
RB  – RUBBLES
L  – LAND
SP – SAND PIT
BP – BORROW PIT

2090 Sea Level
2050 Sea Level
2030 Sea Level
Current Sea Level

L SP RB BR RFRBBRRF

SECTION B

L BP L RB BR RFRBSDRF

SECTION C

RB BRB BP L RB BRL

SECTION D

Figure 92: Author diagram displaying cross section locations and urban layout
Figure 93: Cross section of the main islet of Funafuti displaying the effects of sea level rise in high emissions and potential king tide heights that 

threaten to wash Tuvaluans away
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Figure 94: Burrow pits Funafuti Figure 95: Author impression of porjected sea level rise 2090 inundating the land
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SD RB L TARO PATCH L RUNWAY L MANGROVES SWAMP L RB BR RF

SECTION F
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Figure 96: Author diagram showing cross section locations and average estimated king tide inundation 1.2m increase in sea level. Displaying the 
vulnerability of Funafuti

Figure 97: Island cross sections displaying project sea level rise increments and expected king tide level
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Figure 98: Author diagram showing showing site locations at an auxilary scale Figure 99: Author diagram dislaying otential site  zones for habitation and location of most at risk settlements
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MOST AT RISK 

WATER CONSUMPTION = 2-4 LITRES(PER PERSON A DAY)

LOCATION, SIZE, AND DENSITY

THE BASICS;

MEAT CONSUMPTION = 38.8KG(PER PERSON A YEAR)

FRUIT & VEGTABLE CONSUMPTION = 384GRAMS(PER PERSON A DAY)

5-6 People per household
Approximate 

WATERFOOD

SHELTER

Key themes are as follows:
1. Simple construction
2. Ability to expand
3. Vernacular, cheap, locally-sourced materials
4. Traditional themes in form and function
5. Collective/community construction
6. Small scale

C. D.NN

A. B.NN

Figure 100: Author diagram presenting the most at risk settlements ‘Burrow pits’ Figure 101: Basic amenities needed per person
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Figure 102: Tuvaluan vernacular shoreline dwellings

VERNACULAR ANALYSIS
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KASO (Fala pandanus)

TILOFA (Fala pandanus)

KAUKAUUI (Fala pandanus)

POU (Fala pandanus)

IWI (Fala pandanus)

UTUPOTO (Fala pandanus)

SASAGA (Fala pandanus)

KAUTU (Fala pandanus)

TAOMAGA (Fala pandanus)

TELETELEKIMONA (Fala pandanus)

Introduction

This section discusses the organisational make 
up of the Tuvaluan vernacular which is reflective 
of the environment in which they are prescribed. 
These are systems of construction, engagement in 
local hierarchies and the relationship to social val-
ues, status and municipal materials. Sovereignty is 
an aim that denotes the social elements of appli-
cable programs and can be symbolically tested to 
manipulate an intervention reflective of cultural 
and social values of the inhabitants.

Traditional construction typologies:

>Sleeping houses (see fig. 105 & 107)
>Oven huts
>Storehouses 
>Chief houses
>Meeting houses and houses for the gods. 

Following organisational patterns that arrange 
public and private space within a hierarchy for 
gathering and communal configurations. 

The traditional typology for most houses has a 
rectangular ground plan and gable roof with a 
straight ridge consisting of a fala pandanus post 
and beam structure. As the ‘Taumatafenua’ type 
(Observe Islands), when translated means ‘to 
look at distant lands’ Its construction was robust 
but flexible, a typical structure would span seven 
meters wide and ten meters long, which could be 
lifted from its posts and repositioned as necessary. 
Thatch ribs came down to a meter off the ground, 
with ends pointed like spears for protection against 
intruders. The roofs would consist of Pandanus 
leaves joined in groups of 15-20 to make a piece of 
thatch (lau). Approximately 1400 lau would be re-
quired for a house of similar dimensions (Knoch). 
A large storage area, which doubles as a sleeping 
platform is built into the roof structure at a specif-
ic height, it is said that while sleeping, a smoky fire 
could be lit and protect against mosquitoes. 

Figure 107: Model made by Author displaying traditional fale construction(Taumatafenua, type of sleeping 

house) and given names for structural members

Figure 104: “Taumatafenua” type of sleeping house 
(Common) (Koch, pg.115).

Figure 105: “Fale Poutasi” type of sleeping house 
(Koch,pg.118).

Figure 106: a. Fakasala Lua type screens(Pola). b. Laga 
Fakalaulau type wall screens(Pola). c. Faksala tasi type wall 

screens(Pola)(Koch,pg.118).

VERNACULAR DWELLINGS

VERNACULAR DISCOURSE
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Figure 110: Pre-contact village scene on Tuvaluan island, Niutao
Figure 111: Post-contact village scene on Tuvalu, displaying a hybridisation of the 
vernacular propping the traditional thatched roof on masonry walls adopting a European 

Figure 108: More exposed vernacular houses use coconut fronds as wind breaks 
Figure 109: Historic photo showing native islanders dancing in front of traditional 

dwellings on Funafuti, Tuvalu

Vernacular and Climatic sensitivity:
 
The structure places high importance regarding 
airflow by the use of permeable materials; and  large 
openings. Pola (Woven Screens) form the shell of 
the envelope, resulting in the large steep thatched 
roof becoming the dominant feature, with wide 
overhangs mitigating solar radiation (see fig. 108). 
In addition, the (relatively) thin vertical supports 
allow the air to freely flow, further mediating the 
climate (while nowadays, adding a memorable 
correlation with the forest of vertical pinnacles). 
These features will be incorporated into the design 
research experiments as tested means of respond-
ing to the site conditions. 

Current situation:

Prior to the arrival of missionaries that brought 
Christianity to Tuvalu, homes were of vernacular 
construction (see fig. 110 & 111), with rectangular 
open structures, pitched thatch roofs, posts, and 
roll-up mats around the perimeter with little to 
no walls. Today constructions are typically raised 
on posts one meter above ground for protection 
from flooding, corrugated metal sheet roofing, 2 
x 4 pine framing, and cement board cladding are 
all utilised. Each home has distinctive spaces of 
varying enclosure and exposure, some are paint-
ed bright colours, mostly greens and blues, a few 
salmon, yellow and red.

The living, bedrooms and kitchen are the most en-
closed and secondary to that is an outdoor aper-
ture with a simple raised floor and roof with little 
walls and low railings. This semi-enclosed space 
near the main house or attached to it. This space 
is frequently used during the day, whether it be as 
a gathering or working space for the family. Struc-
tures are laid out in close proximity to one another, 

DWELLING

VERNACULAR DISCOURSE
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> Floor Seperation for storage and sleeping> Permeable facade> Sloped walls/facade> Principle Airflow

> Simple post and beam construction form local wood> Transportable, light weight materials> Seperate kitchen hutt generally detatched in 
traditional times

> Small scale and mixed use space

Figure 113: Tuvaluan Vernacular Characteristics 
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Figure 114: Traditional thatched roof Fale con-
struction process.

Figure 115: Inland dwelling typology on Funafuti, Tuvalu

Figure 116: Burrow pit dwelling typologies raised generally on poorly constructed post foundations, fibre cement board walls lining 
the exterior.

in an apparently random fashion, with settlements 
shaped into a spinal setting by the landscape allow-
ing transitional movement from the ocean to the 
street front. The lines of property become blurred 
as people often cross into each others yards for ca-
sual visits. A two story home often has most of the 
first floor unenclosed, shaded by the upper floor of 
the house, it is open to cool breezes. If flooding oc-
curs possessions are popped up onto the table and 
chairs to remain above water level. On a typical 
day ‘People can be seen weaving, sewing, sleeping, 
playing cards, cooking, and children are playing in 
this versatile, open plan space. The rafters of the 
building are used as a laundry line. In some places 
fabric, vinyl or tarps are used as curtains for pro-
tection and privacy screens surrounding the space 
and can either be pulled to the side or rolled up(-
see fig.118 & 119). 

Some homes have a third outdoor space which is 
simply a raised platform used for drying meat or 
as a work space or to recline and gaze at the night-
time sky. Privacy does not seem to be an issue with 
doors and windows left open and curtains pulled 
back. Spaces are illuminated in the evening and 
one can view domestic life from the street. Win-
dows are mostly 12 cm slats with no screens, but 
some have awning-style boards propped up, which 
are lowered to seal the inhabitants in during storms 
(Tribal link, pg.7).
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Figure 117: Opportunity for design; large difference between vernacular typology and current construction Figure 118: Typical plan layouts and average Nº of people (Not to scale)
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Figure 119: Vernacular housing on Vaitupu island, 24 foot long by 16 feet wide, high open sides, 
thatched roof of pandanus.
Figure 120: This shows an adopted more modern vernacular, with coral limestone foundations
Figure 121: Stilted vernacular house built over lagoon

Figure 122: Author sketch displaying pre contact village layout with clearing in middle for con-
gressions
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Summary 

The vernacular presence is one that I suggest 
should be acknowledged in the development of ar-
chitecture, as it is ‘architecture without architects’. 
It’s respective of the local climatic conditions, the 
availability of locally sourced materials, of low cost 
and with high construction efficiency with mini-
mal material waste and timely.

Through design led research the key vernacular 
characteristics have been extracted and are out-
lined below

1. Large roof
2. Air flow
3. Open plan
4.Built from local resources 
(See fig. 115)
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EXPERIMENT ONE

The initial preliminary design experiments dis-
played explore how a potentially new settlement 
pattern, structure and habitable surface can be de-
veloped in order to extend the period of habita-
tion on Funafuti island. These sketch experiments 
and models look to respond to the prior contextual 
analysis of Funafuti island, developing a tectonic 
connection to the vernacular architecture. Al-
lowing a continued sovereignty imposed through 
dwelling in the face of land loss. Therefore con-
ditions of resistance begin to develop responding 
how the people can reclaim the land and protect-
ing a traditional dialogue between sovereignty and 
dwelling. 

RISING SEAS

LEGEND
VL  – VEGETATION LINE
BF – BEACH FACE
SD  – SAND
CR  – CORAL RUBBLE
BR  – BEACH ROCK
CP  – CORAL PATCHES
RF  – REEF FLAT

BRB  – BEACH ROCK BOULDERS
BRP  – BEACH ROCK PEBBLES
BRG – BEACH ROCK GRAVEL
RB  – RUBBLES
L  – LAND
SP – SAND PIT
BP – BORROW PIT

SD RB L TARO PATCH L RUNWAY L MANGROVES SWAMP L RB BR RF

Average King Tide + Sea Level Rise (2090, 3.76m)
Average King Tide before sea level rise 3.2m
Average Spring Tide 2.7m
Average Sea Level 2.0m

Average Sea Level 2.0m

Average Spring Tide 2.7m

Average Low Water Level 1.37m

1
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Land Above Water Land
 Above Water

Design Setting:
>Its the year 2090 Sea level has risen to 2.56m, ex-
pected average king tide is now estimated at 3.76m. 
Displayed on the cross-section below are the levels 
and leftover land. Due to Tuvalu’s limestone  base 
this land is expected to be severly inundated (see 
fig. 126).

Research Question:

How can architecture maintain a sense of sover-
eignty within a disappearing context and the im-
plications of habitation, culture and deterritorial-
isation? 

PRELIMINARY DESIGN

Figure 123: Aurhor cross section showing land left over and levels of projected flooding
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1KM PROXIMITY INTERSECTIONS COMBINED: INSTERSECTIONS AND PROXIMITY ZONES INTERSECTIONS FROM ONE  FOCAL LOCATION TO REMANDER + 2KM ZONES
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Figure 124: Author diagram showing the proximities of programmes and island make up
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Figure 125: Author initial sketch showing the tectonic nature of proposed designs mimicking 
successful vernacular typologies
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Figure 126: Author initial sketch showing the possible layout of a floatable rig SK1 Figure 127: Author initial sketch showing a secondary possible layout of a floatable rig SK2
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Figure 128: Author preliminary speculative concept SK3 Figure 129: Author preliminary design showing the ability to grow much like a cell multiplying 
to account for populous SK4
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Figure 130: Author preliminary sketch displaying the development of potential community hub 
in spinal alignment arranged to mimic the islands proximities between communities

Figure 131: Author sketch planning of a potential fish farming rig for sustainable food manage-
ment

Figure 132: Author sketch perspective view of potential walkways and typologies raised above 
swell level in tension but able to flex . 
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN

EXPERIMENT TWO

Experiment two: ‘Fluxes’

This experiment draws directly from Funafuti’s 
urban fabric, extracting key programs to integrate 
with low income housing to suggest a habitable 
concept. These iterations propose how one might 
safe guard the urban fabric, social and cultural ex-
istence of Funafuti. The programmes were selected 
and arranged into a spinal settlement, replicating 
Funafuti’s vernacular characteristics and lagoon 
living. The floating rigs were arranged to propose 
flexibility and adaptability within the waters con-
text. The success is in the approach to reflect pri-
or architectural language of the island for future 
planned communities or metabolisms. These ex-
periments use the current formal fabric control 
spatial activation, allowing reconstruction to oc-
cur on a larger scale, providing  a sense of order 
and evolution to maintain sovereignty. 

Reflection:

This preliminary design experiment is a specula-
tive design suggesting a growing urban fabric that  
extends into the lagoon area. This takes advantage 
of the shelter from Funafuti’s main islet. The con-
cept serves as means to address the objective of 
incrementalism and formalism within a changing 
context. Remaining mindful of the changing fac-
tors of overcrowding, subsistence and ruminative 
design.

While this design suggests how settlement could 
inhabit the lagoon it doesn’t take note of the cul-
tural practices and use of speculative architecture 
to add additional meaning of nationhood and sov-
ereignty, which this experiment lacks.

The site for these concepts is at a depth range be-
tween 8 - 12 metres deep to reduce the period of 
oscillation between incoming swells. These first 
two sketch experiments are abstract perceptions 
of the retention of tuvalu’s sovereignty might look 
like in the uncertain future. It Gives opportunities 
to explore how the functions of a system that has 
lost equilibrium might be reintegrated by looking 
at prior social activities to suggest new ways of re-
structuring the loss.
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Figure 133: Author diagrams  extracting the urban fabric if necessity requires,looking at how  
current urban fabric can be tested to inform formal gestures of community layout. Top is the govern-

ment of Tuvalu and below Funafuti port.
Figure 134: Author diagrams  extracting the urban fabric looking at the hospital layout, func-

tions (Top) and also the primary school located on the island(Bottom).
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SETTLEMENT PATTERNS INFORMAL PATTERNS

Figure 135: Author diagrams of formal settlement patterns of  the  
Figure 136: Author diagrams  extracting the urban fabric looking at the hospital layout and 

functions and also the primary school located on the island.
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Figure 137: Author concepts displaying how the urban grain of funafuti’s may inhabit the la-
goon, the first is a concept that produces a formal gestures the provides a curved spine settlement that 
links into the coral substrata. Below the concept slips through between coral patch reefs providing extra 

swell shelter.

Figure 138: Author concepts, direct replication of the exiting important building urban fabric, 
aligned and anchored from the shore of funafuti. This final concept test how the rig can be situated 
between coral substrata to also help facilitate growth by using local to trasplant coral substract to form  

growing patch reeefs
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Reflection:

By selecting important buildings and settlement 
patterns from the site, it maintains familiarity to 
the urban setting and we can begin to understand 
how they inhabit the space. The architect can re-
spond and mimic familiar urban surroundings 
and social conditions. However the response lacks 
a connection to the environment and the influ-
ences of indigenous culture with little narrative or 
connection to sovereignty.
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CONCEPT DESIGN

This experiment responds from prior implications 
from previous preliminary experiments and is de-
veloped to suggest a structure that can flex and 
elevate the user well above the water plain. The 
circular hub serves as the connection to the land 
anchoring it’s self in place. The idea is constructed 
for mixed use, a food production hub that could 
potentially be used for reliable crop harvesting 
using simplified hydroponics to provide food all 
year round. The walkway modeled was designed in 
mind to provide shelter from the wave conditions 
below, yet suggest another surface of habitation.  

This design phase allowed a more in depth solu-
tion that is the ‘Hub for Habitation‘ , placed within 
the zone of habitation outlined by prior design re-
search. The research objectives were met through 
the creation of a floatable settlement framework 
which allows continued logic taking a more pri-
mordial practical step back, responding to local 
technologies. The structures have been modeled to 
represent future typologies that may be required to 
mitigate sea level rise. Whilst trying to improve a 
sense of community, belonging and reduce uncer-
tainty to maintain sovereignty.

‘The stability of Tuvaluan society and the happiness and welfare of the people of Tuvalu,
Both present and future, depend very largely on the maintenance of Tuvaluan values, culture and
Tradition, including the vitality and the sense of identity of island communities and attitudes of cooper-
ation, self-help and unity within and amongst those communities’,  (Papoutsaki, pg.262)
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Figure 139: Author  model , perspective showing the walkway floatation of  the design
Figure 140: Author model, perspective looking down the line of sea level below the contructed 

hub
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Figure 141: Author  model , perspective showing the walkway bridge and suggestive tension sup-
ports

Figure 142: Perspective showing the hubs potential structural floatation and design
Figure 143: Author model, perspective looking down the walkways facing the proposed commu-

nity hub, a plane above the rest
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Figure 144: Author model, perspective showing the length of the construction and replication 
and redevelopment of vernacular tectonic
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DEVELOPING TYPOLOGIES

Figure 145: Author  sketch showing the development of housing onto the constructed walkway 
and hub model Figure 146: Author diagram showing an orthograhic projection of the layout, circulation and 

functions of the proposed hub
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Figure 147: Author diagram showing an orthograhic projection of the construction coponents of 
the floating habitat, displaying the complexity of the model
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Figure 148: Author Level one plan of the proposed hub concept
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DYLAN MAJUREY
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Figure 149: Auther, Level one plan of designed dwelling for habitation, respojnsive of vernacular 
angency Figure 150: Author diagram showing the integration of sustainable resourcese for future surviv-

ial
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Figure 151: Author, Elevations of the hub, top is the west and below is the eastern elevation 
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DYLAN MAJUREY

Figure 152: Author perspective of the walkway and dwelling units at the end of the circulation 
spine, anchored to the ground, allowing flexibility in the horizontal direction and acoount for large 

variations in sea levels overtime
Figure 153: Author perspective showing the canoe/boat platform and the back of the dwelling
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Figure 154: Author perspective of the overall rig on a calm day displaying the possiblity of recy-
clying building material for structure most at risk before tidal encrochment.

Figure 155: Author perspective showing the rig in rough weather cpnditions, each dwelling was 
design to have a wash level which allows water to flow over the pontoon without pooling or sinking the 

dwelling.
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REFLECTION

STRENGTHS & WEAKNESSES

Although this model conveys a formal gesture of 
space to suggest how the Tuvaluan’s could inhab-
it structures above the water plane. It is requires 
further development to include a more sovereign 
connection to the active environment and vernac-
ular. Considering the social implications of Look-
ing into the development of recycled materials for 
construction and subsistent programmes within 
a floatable context, the hub includes a collapsible 
walkway that allows minimal damage in storms a 
technique that will be continued, dwellings are de-
rivative of vernacular typologies but do not display 
order and evolution from the vernacular process. 
A community hub has been produced for garden-
ing and social activities. Overall a stiff approach to 
the material object but high function to mitigate 
sea level rise.

Figure 156: Tuvaluan fisherman, fish depletion is a consenting issue for Tuvaluans in recent times 
there has been a decline in numbers due to climate change and human depletion of resources. 
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Figure 158: Tuvaluan tribesmen outside vernacular dwellings

DEVELOPED DESIGN

4

A PLACE FOR THE FORGOTTEN

A place for the forgotten is sited within the lagoon 
area of Funafuti island as a response to, and exam-
ination of the research aims and objectives of the 
thesis ‘How can architecture maintain a sense of 
sovereignty within a disappearing context and the 
implications of habitation, culture and contested 
territories.’ By activating the concepts identified, of 
reconstruction, active environment, spatial activa-
tion, narrative , incrementalism and formalism, in 
the development of the architectural solution. The 
materiality of the project aims to draw from tradi-
tional post and beam construction using a variety 
of split ‘Pandanus’ logs to form the framework for 
architectural implementation. The structure of the 
design for flotation is to be constructed out of wa-
ter tanks recycled from the islands at risk homes, 
to be stacked and surrounded by a wire frame. 
Then filled with fresh water to provide ballast for 
the pontoons and water storage, at cool tempera-
tures. The design is anchored into the atoll base to 
provide durability for weather events. The shelter 

is positioned in the locale of the last remaining 
piece of land that is habitable and allows a frame-
work for future development. The process of min-
eral deposition otherwise known as ‘bio-rock’ may 
be used to convert the steel structures holding wa-
ter tanks into coral branches facilitating marine 
life environment under the rig. The bio-rock may 
also be used in conjunction with the foundation to 
provide coral cement for holding the piles in place 
rather concrete. 

This responding to the problem of a contest-
ed context, of salt inundated land and threats of 
overcrowding. As habitants from outer islands are 
forced to migrate to the capital, Funafuti due to 
the decline of resources. The extracted speculative 
design solution provides an approach to the impli-
cations of maintaining a sense of sovereignty with-
in architecture through the integration of a object 
and utilising the discussed theoretical principles.

Adaption for Resilience
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Figure 160: Burrow pit pollution of Funafuti, Tuvalu
Figure 161: Perspective view showing how the removal of human habitation could allow  re-

generative  natural landscapes
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Figure 162: Author model showing a  more abstract dwelling concept that deals with architec-
tural characteristics to mitigate conditions on site. Form is influenced to increase density of dwelling 

and provide higher wind resistance Figure 163: Perspective view showing multiple levels and the verticality of  space suggested

Figure 164: Perspective view showing possible sturctural components of the dwelling post and 
beam
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Figure 165: Author model, aerial view of the proposed typology, displaying the roof as a domi-
nant architectural feature much like vernacular examples

Figure 166: Perspective view showing a high density typology for overcrowded conditions and 
protection
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DWELLING

This section responds to prior experiments that 
addressed the urban fabric, zone of habitation and  
the active environment,. It examines how architec-
ture can be culturally rich and that development 
accounts for a lengthened period to continue in-
habiting sovereign land.The Ability to expand and 
develop organically to cope for the most at risk in-
habitants and future overcrowding. 

A speculative approach to a new dwelling frame-
work that provokes interpretation for traditional 
dwelling characteristics that have been developed 
over the iterative process. Displayed is the re-
sponse to this process, a vertically compact typol-
ogy that is based on the vernacular characteristic 
with the traditional imposing roof structure as the 
largest architectural feature (see fig. 165 & 166). 
Maintaining a connection to the derived design 
principles and the vernacular themes allows archi-
tecture to evoke sovereign qualities  of the culture 
represented in incremental development. 

Figure 167: Historic photo of Traditional dwellings Funafuti islet
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Figure 169: Dwelling development appling a framework for growth, order and evolutionFigure 168: Dwelling typology development showing the various levels and verticality of space 
distribution
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Figure 171: Dwelling development appling a framework for flotation water storage and privacy 
to neigbouring units

Figure 170: Dwelling perferated screen are developed much like traditional facades allowing 
constant but subtle airflow. Awnings are able to be pulled up to provide shade and more vigous airflow
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Figure 172: Dwelling development appling a framework for flotation experiments Figure 173: Design development looking at how the dwelling can be placed onto 22,000L water 
tanks with the selected sectional development and structure required
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NARRATIVE EXTRACT

A place for the forgotten; a narrative extract set in 
2100 from my design journal.

‘As the breeze blew a salty spray across the face of 
Tuame, who looked back towards the once abun-
dant landmass of Funafuti islet. He shouted to 
Motomoto who had just jumped off the roof of the 
house ‘Do you think we will ever return to the is-
land? Motomoto, I don’t know Tuame, but we must 
try to safe guard the sovereignty of our culture and 
land. This rig that we now call home allows the po-
tential for our island to regenerate…

All right, come on, lets go get some Pulaka to have 
with dinner, Motomoto pulled himself up out of 
the water and onto the pontoon and shook out his 
hair at Tuame, Tuame, eh! stop that, the boys gig-
gled. Tuame began to walk along the suspended 
walkway leading the boys towards the communal 
garden with coconut trees planted down the cen-
tre with soil obtained from the island. A planter 
bed with just enough from for a singular tree. As 
they reached the end of the walkway the two boys 
jumped down to the floating pontoons that sur-
round the communal gardens ( marine access), 
splashing water up onto the platform as the boys 
landed together. Looking up the sun was blocked 

by abundant ‘Pulaka’ leaves and various vegetables 
at each level. People could be seen almost at the 
top collecting food from various beds. The boys 
heard a voice, ‘You boys after some fish for your 
mother? Uncle Pau said. ‘Uncle! Where did you 
come from!, I just paddled back from fishing on 
the distant side of the lagoon,  I’ll make you a deal 
you boys get me a couple of roots from the top and 
ill consider trading for two fish?. Tuame shouted 
to Motomoto ‘race you to the top, and the boys 
took off to complete th trade. 

Uncle Pau laughed, enjoying watching the boys 
race. Some of the elders were rotating vegetable 
trays to the top of the rig for maturing as the boys 
raced past almost knocking them over. Tuame was 
the first there ripping a bunch out of the soil bed 
trailing dirt behind. Motomoto wasn’t far behind 
but still not enough to win. Clutching the plants 
above his head, he cannon balled into the water 
next to his uncle. His head popped out of the wa-
ter and the submerged taro. Motomoto said ‘I won 
Uncle! Taume reached the pontoon shortly after 
puffing from the remaining run. Well done boys 
here are your fish, tell your mother I’ll be over at 
the community hub if she needs anything else be-
fore tea (Dylan Majurey 2015)
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Figure 174: Author Diagram displaying the site context for settlement development
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Figure 175: Author Diagram displaying the site context for settlement development
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Figure 176: Author Plan level Two of rig
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Figure 177: Author Plan level three of rig
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Figure 178: Author Site plan showing complete rig
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Figure 179: Author Main level plan of community centre and emergency housing 
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Figure 180: Author section BB showing the internal make up of the community Hub
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SECTION AA
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Figure 181: Author section AA showing the internal make up in the transverse direction, circu-

lation and  air flow
Figure 182: Author Transverse section of the proposed dwellings
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Figure 183: Author Plan Level one, dwelling unit
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Figure 184: Author Plan Level Two of the proposed dwelling unit
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Figure 185: Author section of multiple dwelling unit suggesting a  framework for evolution and 
habitation 
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Figure 186: Author section, circulation, temporal dwelling units and the integration of coconut 
plantation, structure and architecture

Figure 187: Author Transverse section of the community centre displaying circulation in red and 
floatation on watertank constructed platforms
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Figure 188: Author section displaying circulation through the community hub and also the 
church terraced seating within the centre of the complex, and outdoor mixed use space

Figure 189: Author orthograhpic section diagraming the vegtable hub design, circulation and 
garden bed construction
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Figure 190: Author exterior perspective, looking at the vegtable hub and marine connection Figure 191: Author Internal perspective, looking down through the centre of the community hub, 
church congressional seating on left
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Figure 192: Author exterior perspective, looking down the proposed walkways of the design, 
planter beds for coconut trees line the centre of the spine

Figure 193: Author External perspective, looking out towards the lagoon and dwelling unit pro-
tuding into view
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Figure 194: Author exterior perspective looking at the entire rig from flooded shoreline supple-
menting the land lossed to provide a sense of soveraignty with a changing context by incorporating the 

‘material object’ (Vernacular)
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FINAL PRODUCT

This thesis produces links to the vernacular tec-
tonic producing speculative outcomes that directs 
attention to the loss of sovereignty and landmass 
that low lying atolls face, due to a rising sea level 
and climatic change impacts.

At the outset a multi disciplinary approach was 
analysed for successful architectural characteris-
tics  and theoretical principles that would combat 
the issue of sovereignty. These principles of recon-
struction, active environment, spatial activation, 
narrative , incrementalism and formalism have 
been applied to an iterative process which are a 
direct response to the aims and objectives of this 
thesis. Through a series of preliminary design ex-
periments that iterate conceptual outcomes of how 
habitation can be developed to relieve pressure on 
the atoll environment. Whilst the uncertain phys-
ical boundaries require the adaptation of percep-
tual parameters to be reflective of the inhabitants. 
A transformation can occur in architecture from 
a ‘Culture-less’, edifice into one that is ‘Cultural-
ly rich’. As such it has the ability to maintain cus-
todianship over a scarred landscape allowing the 
user to occupy, re-connect and repair with their 
environment to escape the effects of sea level rise. 
Therefore the architectural solution must provide 
an extension to the indigenous culture by facili-
tating engagement with this natural environment, 
predicted sea level rise and provide low-income 
dwellings for the ‘most at risk’ occupants of Funa-

futi atoll.

The dilemma of Tuvalu’s situation is that migra-
tion as seen as the only form of option for many 
of these low lying atoll communities. No effort 
has been placed in the development of habitation 
for future generations because without it there is 
no defined territory therefore no sovereignty or 
rights to culture and land. In Tuvalu’s case a loss 
of the Tuvaluan way of life will occur if they are 
forced to leave, with nothing except the memories 
of a distant homeland. Tuvalu is an ever-changing 
complex ecosystem  which struggles to maintain 
sovereignty against global sea level rise. 

The dilemma of Tuvalu’s situation is that migra-
tion as seen as the only form of option for many 
of these low lying atoll communities. No effort is 
placed in the development of habitation for future 
generations because without it there is no defined 
territory therefore no sovereignty or rights to cul-
ture and land. In Tuvalu’s case a loss of the  Tuvalu-
an way of life will occur if they are forced to leave, 
with nothing except the memories of a distant 
homeland. Tuvalu is an ever-changing complex 
ecosystem in which struggles to maintain sover-
eignty against global sea level rise. 

CLOSING DISCOURSE

5.0
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REFLECTION

The following design methods are significant as 
they advanced the knowledge and reflection re-
quired in addressing the concerns of this design 
project. It seeks to challenge and develop a con-
temporary settlement framework that maintains 
sovereignty of Tuvalu through habitation and 
architectural characteristics. The proposal is to 
lengthen the period of habitation by reviving im-
poverished areas that people can inhabit, develop 
lagoon based habitable typologies to mitigate sea 
level rise. The methods were selected to recognise 
and reinforce the cultural relationships of the Tu-
valuan’s and their architecture. 

Design Principles extracted
1. Radical reconstruction.
2. Active participant
3. Spatial activation
4. Narrative environment 
5. Incrementalism (Time & process)

Key architectural characteristics are as follows:
1. Simple construction
2. Ability to expand
3. Vernacular, locally-sourced materials
4. Traditional themes in form and function
5. Collective/community construction

The intention is to maintain territory through 
speculative design, formal settlement and im-
proved sanitary living conditions on the low-lying 
atoll. A theoretical basis looks to establish progres-
sive tools in which designs could be tested and cri-
tiqued to their success or demise.
Preliminary designs involved the mapping and 
drawing of distilled ideas relating to speculative 
outcomes of the vernacular tectonic and future 
habitation.  The speculative concept that followed 
the vernacular analysis resulted in a less robust 
concept. This was due to the intuitive nature of the 

drawings and their links to the theoretical research 
at the time that was less provocative. 

The concept design phase allowed a detailed solu-
tion that is the ‘Hub for Habitation’,. This is placed 
within the established zone of habitation outlined 
by prior design research. The research objectives 
were met through the creation of a floatable set-
tlement framework which allows continued habi-
tation. The logic behind the design was developed 
from the preliminary stages taking a primordial 
step back by firstly responding to local conditions. 
The initial stage of design began by acknowledg-
ing the issue of overcrowding and the degrading 
conditions of a contested site. This has produced 
a housing concept that is complex but it requires 
further refinement and testing to ensure it contin-
ues to meet the thesis aims of maintaining the con-
nection to sovereignty.

The concurrent design is a speculative formal re-
sponse to the current impacts of sea level rise and 
the sovereign implications involved. By allowing 
the architecture to maintain a sense of nationhood 
within an inundated context through the use of 
design led research tools extracted throughout 
the process  of this thesis. Due to the nature of its 
speculation its shortcomings are in regards to fea-
sibility.

5M 10M

0

<  2055 - 2056 FLOAT CORAL STRUCTURE
USING 10,000 WATER TANKS & PREPARE PIPING 
FOR FRESH WATER STORAGE

<  2051 - 2055 
WELD STEEL STRUCTURAL UNITS TO BE SUBMERGED 
& START MINERAL ACCRETION (2-3 years).

<  2050 START LAYING FOUNDATION PILES ( 1 year)

<  2056 - 2063
ABOVE SEA LEVEL CONSTRUCTION, 
ERECT WALKWAYS, FRAMING & ROOFS 
FOR EACH PROGRAM

<  2063 - 2066
INTERNAL WORKS & FINISHES

PHASE 1 >

PHASE 2 >

PHASE 3 >

PHASE 4 >

PHASE 5 >

BUILDING WORK:

Figure 195: Author Diagram showing possible temporal framework for construction phasing of 
dwellings
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CONCLUSION

Over a wider time frame and further engagement 
with onsite reflection I would look to develop a 
deeper connection to the narrative of the site by 
becoming an active participant and residing on the 
site. I would experience the climatic variations, lo-
cal routines and the island lifestyle that is absent 
from the abstract viewpoint of literature. Therefore 
the development of a larger ‘opportunity for de-
sign research’ would expand the speculative pro-
cess undertaken within this thesis. To explore the 
temporal and modular requirements of such an 
isolated environment by working with the locals 
to test the feasibility of an on site housing project.

However if the process becomes restrained by a 
‘cost effective’ bias the ideas embodied have poten-
tial  to be overlooked. Which will result in a design 
process and outcome that is not reflective of the 
narrative vernacular tectonic or the inhabitants 
themselves. Habitation would enable the architect 
to extract elements to engage with the landscape, 
community and dwelling. A temporal framework 
could then be tested much more rigorously by us-
ing this multidisciplinary approach and consulta-
tion to remediate atoll growth. 

The thesis question of ‘How can architecture main-
tain a sense of sovereignty within a disappearing 
context. And what are the implications of habita-
tion, culture and contested territories for the Tu-

valuan’s’ challenges the permanence of culture that 
is attached to architecture and its ability to con-
struct sovereign narratives for the informal settle-
ments of Funafuti, Tuvalu. ‘a place for the forgotten’ 
provides an Architectural solution that transitions 
from slum conditions to constructed dwellings 
maintaining the sovereignty of their nation. There 
is potential for further development and an ex-
panded scope within exploration into the architec-
tural sovereignty through relocation or migration 
looking towards ruminative connections to their 
homeland. The formation of sovereignty and po-
tential sovereign regeneration in distant lands may 
be a future challenge for the Tuvaluan’s themselves.
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